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Unemployment in Algeria 

 
  

Algerian Arabic Translation: 

  

 3<:"ه> ;. !:9"وي /les jeunes +16,7أ!. 3*2ف /01"ل /. آ",+ ب'اف ا!*$"ب .  ب'افchômage ا!$#"!  و ال:ع
وQ@KR I د,$<2م ;. LM اKOI"ن وI هL1$M 2 و21KB Iر وI و ,7وح ,E@م /" ,<:"ش G@/  ,7وح ,E@م ح"B  ب1A@ة 

 S>R"7اهT .!أ S>R 7اT .!أ . S>R ا!*$"ب و S>R <7 ا!@راهUE3 "ش؟ ا!@و!  راهWR ،رة"YG Z[ش Q]و ز,@ ه
/2GI Zfg, ./  Aر ا!@راeR"3  O و ,7Edج /" ,<:"ش، /" آ"نKA,  O"1O a. ب1A@ة ا!Y]"ر، رب` 1KO+ و ه2 ;. ا!_"

@1A2ش /+ بh*, "/ .KA, .ZGا@>!  $UK!"ب Q]ه .  
 
 
English translation: 

 
A: There is lot of unemployment [in Algeria]. For example, you would find many youths 
sitting in a café—either he has a diploma in dental medicine, or he is a medical doctor or 
an engineer—he can’t find a job and so he goes to work on something that’s far unrelated 
to what he studied. This is really a loss, and why so? It is because the government is 
spending money on these youths to go to university for four years, and after he finishes 
his studies and graduates, he doesn’t find a job. There seems to be no long-term strategy 
– they [in the government] can’t look far ahead. This is just regarding internal affairs.  
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